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We extend staticfiltering in 181, a query optimization
strategy based on seminaive evaluation on system graphs. so that it can
efficiently
handle
stratified programs without
extra overhead.
The computation
of static filters is formalized
as a
transformation
so that the least fiied point of the transformation
can be the static filters. The static filtering on stratified
programs is shown to be complete with respect to the iterated fired point semantics.
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1. Introduction

General logic programs, in which rules may
have negative literals, have received much attention from many researchers [1,5,9,10]. As a useful
subclass of general logic programs, stratified programs
(stratified databases) was introduced which
allow no recursive negation. A simple and natural
semantics called iterated fixed points was defined
for stratified programs [1,9]. When Herbrand base
is finite, as in the function-free case, the iterated
fixed points are finite and can be found by bottom-up computation.
Bottom-up computation may generate many
facts irrelevant to a query. To prevent such facts
from being generated, several methods have been
proposed for stratified programs by extending the
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magic set method [3,61 (Note that programs after
the magic sets transformation to stratified programs may not be stratified.) A preliminary technique to the magic sets method called BPR labefing relabels predicates in a stratified program so
that the transformed can be stratified [2,3]. This
method involves duplications which cause some
inefficiency. It is shown in [6] that programs after
the magic sets transformation or stratified programs are in the new class called weakly stratified.
This requires a new semantic model and a new
evaluation method.
In this paper, we extend staticfilrering in [8], a
graph-based query optimization strategy based on
system graphs, so that it can efficiently handle
stratified programs without overhead unlike other
methods. Static fifters are computed at compile
time by propagating data-independent bindings in
a given query on system graphs [4,8]. We formalize the computation of static filters as a transformation so that the least fixed point of the transformation can be the static filters. Based on the
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formalism, we prove the completeness of the static
filtering on stratified programs with respect to
the iterated fixed point semantics.
The next section describes basic definitions
and notations. Section 3 describes query evaluation of stratified programs. Section 4 gives a
formalism on static filter computation. Section 5
proves the completeness of the static filtering on
stratified programs. Section 6 summarizes results
and give further research topics.
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head.) Each P, is called a stratum of P. A
predicate is said to be in P, if its definition is in
P,. It is shown in [l] that a program has a stratification iff it is stratified.
Example 2.1. Consider the following program and

query.
a : p(X, Y) +--r(X, Y).
P: p(X, Y> + r(X, Z), p(Z, Y).
y:q(X,
Y)+s(X,
Z), -lp(Z, Yh
8: *4(X,
a).

A possible stratification
2. Notations

where

A,

(n&o),

is an atom called the head, and
L !, . . . , L, are literals called the body. We assume
function-free and range restricted clauses. If n =
0, then the clause is called a fact, otherwise a
rule. The number of body literals of a rule LYis
denoted by n,. A general program P is a finite
set of clauses.
Dependency graph for a program P is DG =
(V, E) where I/ is the set of predicates in P, and
E = ((p, q) I a clause in P contains 4 in its heads
and p in its body]. An edge (p, q) in the dependency graph is negufice if 7 p occurs in the body
of the clause. A program P is said to be stratified
if there are no cycles containing a negative edge
in the dependency graph. Let a program P be
partitioned into P,, . . . , P,. The partition is called
a stratification if the following two conditions
hold for i = 1,. . . , n:
(1) if a predicate p occurs positively in a clause
in Pi then its definition is contained within
U j<ipjt
(2) if a predicate p occurs negatively in a
clause in Pi then its definition is contained within
U j<i4*
(The definition of p is the subset of P which
consists of all clauses in P containing p on the
238

is (a, p] and (y, S}.

and definitions

Consider well-formed formula in the first-order
logic. Variables are denoted by V, X, Y and Z,
terms by s and 1, and atomic formula by A, B
and C. A literal is an atom or its negation. A
clause is a formula of the form
A,+L,,...,L,

1993

Let P,, . . . , P,, be a stratification of a program
P. For every i = l,..., n, T, is the operator defined as follows: for every Herbrand model M
and every ground atom A, A E TC M > iff A E M,
or for some clause A, +--L,, . . . , L, in P, and
some ground substitution 8, LIB,. . ., L,B are
true in M and A =A,0.
The sets M,,..., M,, of ground atoms are defined by the equations:
Ma=@,
Mi=

IJ T,k(Mj_l)

(i=

l,...,n)

k>O

It is shown in [l] that M,, is a minimal model of
it does not depend on the choice of
stratification. This model M,, is proposed to be
the denotation Mp of P. The relation for a
predicate 9 is Q = (t I q(t) EM,), where 7 is a list
of ground terms called a tuple. Let DOM be the
union of the ground terms appearing in P. The
relation for a negated predicate 7 q is e =
DOMk - Q where DOMk = DOM X . . . XDO,M.
P, and

3. System graph evaluation

of stratified

programs

We represents rules in the AC-notation in [8]
which is more suitable for data flow approach to
query evaluation. All arguments of each literal
are replaced by distinct variables associated with
the predicate of the literal, and conditions between arguments in a rule are represented by
conjunctioe formula on the new variables associated with that rule. If an atom has n-ary predi-
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cate 4, its arguments are replaced by the vari.,
ables Ql,. . . , @I (slashed variables Ql/i,.
Qn/i if the atom is the ith body atom). A formula is defined as follows:
(1) Atomic formula is trcle, f&e,
or g 0 s
where t and s are terms and 0 is, < , or > .
(2) If 4 and 4’ are formulas, d A 4’ and
4 V 4’ are formulas.
A formula 4 is said to imp/~ a formula &‘,
written 4 --, 4’, if every substitution satisfying 4
satisfied 4’. We denote the associated formula of
a rule a by Cond,. A query Q is represented as
ans + Q with a new prediction ans. We assume a
program includes its rule-form query.
Example 3.1. Consider the rules and query in
Example 2.1. They are represented in the AC-notation as
cu:p(Pl,

P2) +r(Rl/l,

R2/1),

Pl =Rl/l,

P2 = R2/1.

P:p(Pl,

P2)

+r(Rl/l,

R2/1),

p(P1/2,

P2/2),

Pl=Rl/l,R2/1=P1/2,P2=P2/2.
Y:4

Ql> Q2,

+s(Sl/l,

S2/1),

Ql =Sl/l,

-lp(P1/2,

P2/2),

S2/1 =P1/2,

6 : ans( Ansl) +- q( Ql/l,

Q2=P2/2.

Q2/1),

Ansl = Ql/l,

Q2/1=

Definition 3.2. A system graph for a program P is
SG = CV,, V,, E,,,, E,.,, F) where
VP and VR are the sets of predicates and rules
in P respectively,
E P,R = ((P, cr>/i I p E VP, (Y E V,, pred(cy, i> =
p or 7 p, 1 G i G n,J,
E V,,

P E VP, head(a)

for Example

3.1

F is a filter function that associates a formula
over Vur(cu, i) with each arc (p, al/i in E,.,.
The node for a predicate is called a pred-node
and the node for a rule is a &e-node. Arcs are
called ports. The slashed pair (p, al/i in E,,,
denotes the ith input port (incoming arc) or the
rule-node (Y from the pred-node p. .A port (p,
cu)/i is negutice if -I p =pred(c~, i) and posih,e if
p =pred(cy, i). A port (p, cu>/i is denoted by cu/i
shortly since p is predtcr, i>. The set of all output
ports of a pred-node p is denoted by

a.

A system graph for a program is defined to be
a quintuple for data flow evaluation. A function
pred((r, i> is defined to be the ith predicate
symbol, positive or negative, in the body of CX,
and head(a) is the predicate in the head of CLA
function Vur(cr, i) is the list of all variables in the
ith literal of (Y.

E,.= ((a, P> I a

Fig. 1. System graph

=pl,

The value of a filter function F on a port (p,
al/i), is called the filter of the port
and it represents a formula over Var(cu, i> which
tuples have to satisfy in order to pass the port.
The filter F((p, cx>/i> is denoted by F,.i shortly.
Figure 1 shows a system graph for the program in
Example 3.1.
This algorithm shows a seminaive bottom-up
evaluation of stratified programs on system
graphs. A predicate in the head of a rule is called
a dericed predicate, and a predicate in a fact is a
base predicate. Each base pred-node is assumed
to have its tuples initially. We assume for easy
presentation that a pred-node (1 with negative
output ports computes e and sends the relation

cu>/i, F((p,
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via the negative ports at a time after the relation
Q is received. In implementation, it is possible
that the pred-node sends Q and the rule-node
computes D.
Algorithm Simplistic seminaive evaluation
Let P,, . . . , P,, be a stratification of a program P.
for i = 1 to n do
1. Each base pred-node in Pi sends its tuples to

its positive output ports.
repeat

2. Each rule-node in Pi stores new tuples from
input ports into its local buffers associated
with those ports, performes the join, and
sends newly generated tuples to its output
ports.
3. Each derived pred-node in Pi stores new
tuples from its input ports, and sends them
to its positive output ports.
until no change in the nodes in Pi.
4. For each pred-node 4 in Pi which has negative output ports, the pred-node computes and
sends the relation 0 through its negative output ports where Q is the relation received.
endfor.
The evaluation finds the iterated fixed point
and terminates for function-free stratified programs. If the system graph has filters, a pred-node
sends tuples to each output port only if they
satisfy the filter of the port.

4. Static filter computation
Static filters are computed by extending the
idea of pushing selection in relational algebra @I.
Selections in a query are pushed downward on
system graphs along the opposite directions of
ports. When a selection is pushed on a port, it is
imposed on it. This procedure continues until
more pushing imposes no more new selections.
When this procedure ends, the disjunction of
imposed selections on a port is the static filter of
the port.
Example 4.1. Consider the positive rules (Yand p

in Example 3.1, and a query y : +p(X,
240
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is ans(Ans1) +p(Pl,
P2), P2 = a, Ansl = Pl in
the AC-notation. If the selection P = a is pushed
downward, it imposes the selection P2 = a on
y/l, R2 = a on a/l, true (i.e. open) on p/l and
P2 = u on p/2. On the other hand, if the query
is y: +p(u,
X), pushing the selection is not
simple. Pushing selection Pl = a on y/l through
(Y results in Rl = a on a/l,
and through /3
results in Rl = a on p/l and tnle on p/2. The
selection true on p/2 can be pushed further
through cy and p because it imposes new selection true on (~/l and p/l. Therefore every static
filters are trUe except the filter on y/l when the
pushing is terminated. See [4,8] for details.
We consider the computation of static filters
as simulating top-down evaluation on system
graphs, assuming that every body atom in a rule is
executed simultaneously when it is called. The
simulation terminates when there are no more
new bindings for body atoms, and the logical
formula for all possible bindings of each body
atom after the simulation is the static filter for
that atom. We formalize the computation of static
filters so that the least fixed point of a transformation PUSH can be the static filters (see Definition 4.6).
As a basic operation to simulate top-down
evaluation, we first refine a transformation
PUSH, associated with a rule-node (Yin [S]. The
filters of all input ports of (Y in a system graph
SG are reDresented as the filter cector of (Y.
E = (F,,,, .*.., F,, >. We denote by FU < 3: if
F,,i for i =: 1,...,;2;. We review X-consequence in
[Sl for the definition of PUSH,. Let x be a list
of some variables in a formula b. A formula 4’ is
an _%consequence of 4 if d + 4’ and every
variable in 4’ is in x. A formula 4’ is the most
general X-consequence of f#~if b’ is an _F-consequence of r#~and for every other p-consequence
4” of 4, 4’--f 4”. The most gAnera1 x-consequence of 4 is denoted by b[Xl, wh$h represents the bindings of the variables of X in 4.
Definition 4.2. Let LYbe a rule-node in a system
graph SG =(V,, VR, E,,,
E,,,, FL Let F,., be
an output filter of the pred-node p = head(a).
PUSH, is a transformation
associated with CY
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which maps F6,k into Fi = PU.SH,( F6,k) such that
for each port a/i,
F,‘.i = (Cond,

A F&

[ I’m-( a,

i)] .

(We assume that F,‘,i is a formula over the variables Var(cy, i) with the slashed part deleted, so
every filter is a formula over the variables without
slashed part. See Example 4.3.)
PUSH,( F6,k) shows bindings of the body atoms
when LYis called by the calling pattern corresponding to F6,k. If IY is the query-node, we
assume that Fs,I( is true, so F,‘,i = Cond,[ Var(a,
i)]. It will be shown that Definition 4.2 is valid for
negative ports as well as positive ones.
Let all output filters of a pred-node p be
denoted
by F(J%A PI) = V (p.S)/k E E,,&,k.
Then, PUSH, is extended to PUSHJ F(E,.,[ p]))
where p = head(
in which

It is shown in [4,8] that PUSH,(F(E,,,[p]))
k).
equivalent to ’ (p&/k E &.R(p] PUSHJF,,

is

Exampl: 4.3. Consider the program in Example
3.1. If Fa = PUSH,(tme), then F,,, = (Q2 = a). If
FY= PUSH,(F,,,), then F;,, = true and F,,, = (P2
= a>.

If A,B + Lie,. . . , L,,B is a ground instance of
a rule a, then the tuple iZi of L&l, 1 < i <n, is a
contributor of the tuple & of A,8 via CY.When
Fa = PUSH,(F(E,,[pl)),
F& is said to be safe
with respect to F(EP,R[pl) if a tuple which does
not satisfy F,‘,i can not be a contributor of any
tuples satisfying F(E,,,[ p]).
Lemma 4.4 [81. Let E = PUSH,(F(E,.,[p]))
where p = head(a).
F,‘,i is safe with respect to
F&.,/J PI).

Consider F,’ ; in c = PUSH,( F(E, J p]))
when pred(cr, i)‘is 7 q with arity k. Let Q ‘be the
relation for q. Recall that the pred-node sends Q
through the negative port a/i after Q is received. If we use the selection operator (T, aFL,CQ>
means the set of tuples in e satisfying F,‘,i: By

8 October 1993
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Lemma 4.4, is is safe with respect to F(E,,,[p])
that the pred-node q sends only the tuples in
a,6,(G) through the port a/i. Moreover, the following lemma shows that the pred-node q can
compute u~;,{G) using only the tuples in a,;,(Q),
that is, the pred-node q may receives only the
tuples in a,,,(Q). So it can be justified that F,‘,, is
pushed further.
Lemma 4.5. Let Qbe the relation for a predicate q
with urity k and Q be DOMk - Q. Let 4 be a
formula on the uuriables Ql, . . . , Qk of q.
u6(e)

=a,(DOMk)

-a4(Q).

Proof. The lemma is simply proved by the well-

known lemma in relational algebra that a+(_4 B) = g&,(A) - r+,(B) where A and B are relations
with arity k. 0
We define a transformation PUSH which maps
all filters in a system graph into new ones simultaneously. AI1 the filters in a system graph SG =
%, 6?, Et’,R~ ER.P, F) are represented as the
filter vector F of SG which is defined as F=
where VR = {S,, . . . , 6,). The filter
<q,. . . , 6,)
vector of a system graph is one representation of
the filter function of that system graph, so that
they can be converted to each other. The set of
the filter vectors corresponding to all possible
filter functions for a program P is denoted by
S(P).
Definition 4.6. Let SG = <V,, V,, E,,,
E,,,,
F)
be a system graph for a program P. PUSH : S(P)
+ S(P) is a transformation which maps a filter
vector F’ into fl= PUSH($) such that

6,

=PUsH81(F(EP,Rb,l))~

~Z=PLTSH8Z(F(Ep.R[~,l)),
<1. ,
em

=PUsH~m(F(EP,RIPml)),

where V, = {a,, . . . , 6,) and pi = head
1,2 ,..., m.

for i =

241
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PUSH shows new bindings of the body atoms
of all rules when they are called simultaneously
by the calling patterns corresponding to the current filters.
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4.9. Consider the rules and query in
Example 3.1. This example illustrates the static
filter computation by the least fixed point of
PUSH. Each iteration of PUSH are as follows.
Example

Initialize:

Corollary 4.7. If F= PUSH(p),
then ecety filter
F,‘,i in p is safe with respect to F( E,,,[ p]) where
p = head(a).

Let F’ and F’, be two filter vectors in S(P) for
a program P and VR= IS,, . . . ,6,) be the set of
all rule-nodes in a system graph for P. A relation
< on filter vectors in S(P) is defined as
F<F’

if

F;,<Fi,

for i= 1, 2 ,..., M.

F6,, = false F,,, = false Fy,z = false
F,., =false Fp., = false Fp,z = false
1st iteration: F,,, = (Q2 = a) F,,, = false
F,,, = false F,,, = false
Fp,, = false Fp,z = false
2nd iteration: F,., = (Q2 = a) F,., = true
F,,z = (P2 = a) F,,, = false
Fp., = false Fp,z = false
3rd iteration : F8 , = (Q2 = a) F,,, = true
F,:l=(P2=a)
F,., =(R2=a)
Fp,, = true Fp,z = (P2 = a>
4th iteration: the same as the 3rd iteration (the

If F< p and p < F, then F’is said to be equivawritten $= P. If equivalent filter
vectors are considered as one, a pair (S(P), <> is
a partially ordered set (poset) with a unique

Every filter in SGsroriCsatisfies the safety which
is a basis of the completeness of our method.

minimum element F-min= ((false,, . . , false>, . . . ,
(false,. . . , false)).
Fixe_d point of_PUSH is a filter vector f such
that F =PUSH(F).
We compute the least fixed
point of PUSH in the poset (S(P),
<>. Each
filter in the least fiied point of PUSH represents

Lemma 4.10. Let SGsraric = (V,, VR, E,.,,
E,.,,
Fs’aric) be the system graph with the static filter
function Fsruric for a program. Er,ery filter F~sfptic
is safe with respect to F s’“‘ic( E,,,[ p]) where p =
head(a).

least fixed point, the static filters)

lent to F,

all possible bindings of a body atom during the
top-down simulation, so it is the static filter we
want to compute.
Theorem 4.8. If lfp( PUSH > is the least fired point
of PUSH in the poset (S( PI, <) for a program P
with the minimal element Fmin, then lfp(PUSH) is
PUSH”( Fmin) for some finite n.
PUSH is a monotone
increasing function in the poset (S(P), <> for P
[4], and (S(P),
<> satisfies the ascending chain
condition that there cannot be an infinite sequence of strictly ascending elements in (S(P),
<). Therefore,
by the Tarski theorem [ill,
lfp(PUSH)
is PUSH”(~mi”) for some finite n.
0

Proof. By Corollary 4.7 and the definition

fixed point.

of the

•I

Consider Fsrfric when pred(a. i) is 7 q. It is
sufficient by itmrna 4.10 that the pred-node q
sends only the tuples in cr,,,&~) via a/i. It can
(Q) by Lemma 4.5 using only the
compute ~~~~~~~~
tuples in u$&Q).

Proof. The transformation

The system graph with the static filter function
for a program P is denoted by SGrfafiC = <I’,,
V,, E,,,, E,,,, Fsrazic) where F’sratic= &I( PUSH)
in the poset (S(P), ~1.
242

5. Completeness

proof

We show the static filtering is complete with
respect to the iterated fixed point semantics.
When P,, . . . , P, is a stratification for a program
P and M,,. .., M,, are the models, a tree is a
derication tree for A E M, - M,_ 1 over Mi_ L if
(1) Every vertex has a label, which is a ground
instance of a literal in a rule in P,.
(2) The label of the root is A.
(3) If a vertex with label A has the children
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L,, . . . , L, must be a ground instance of a rule in
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of Pk generates all facts p(p) E M, - M, _ I which
satisfy F rrarfc(Ep~R[p]) by Lemma 5.1. q

Pi.
(4) The label of every leaf vertex is true in
A!,_., or a fact in Pj.
Lemma 5.1. Let SGsrariC be the system graph with
the static filter function Fsralic for a program P.
Consider a stratification P,, . . . , P,, for a program
P and the models M,, . . . , Ad,,. Assume eL.ety fact
in IV,_, is stored in the corresponding pred-node if
it satisfies F rraric(E,*,[ q]) where q is its predicate.
Then, the ecsaluation of Pi on SGrrariC generates
all facts p(jIi) E M, - M,_,
which satisfy
F s’uric(E,..[ p I).

6. Conclusion

node corresponding to the rule applied at the
root during the evaluation of Pi. The proof is by
induction on the height of derivation tree using
0
Lemma 4.10. See [4] for the complete proof.

We have shown that the static filtering efficiently handles stratified programs without overhead. The computation of static filters is formalized as a transformation so that the least fixed
point of the transformation
can be the static
filters. The completeness of the static filtering on
stratified programs is proved with respect to the
iterated fixed point semantics.
Static filtering is suitable for stratified programs since static filters do not change during
evaluation. If filters change during evaluation like
dynamic filter [7], stratified programs might not
be handled in such an efficient way. It is interesting to find a new evaluation method for dynamic
filtering without sacrificing the original semantics. We are currently interested in improving
filtering using abstract interpretation.

It should be noted in the lemma that the
evaluation does not generate “only” the facts.
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